LC30 LABELCUTTER
DIGITAL LABEL FINISHER FOR INDIVIDUAL
LABEL PRODUCTION
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64 bit
Automatic contour
cutting

64 bit compatible

USB interface

Automatic waste
removal

Roll to roll
mode

1000/h
Up to 1000 labels/h

Blank labels

DrawCut LabelStudio

„Endless“ cutting

SECABO LC30 LABELCUTTER WITH DRAWCUT LABELSTUDIO
The LC30 is a roll-to-roll label cutter for fully automatic production of freeform labels and tags in small and medium quantities. In addition to producing
traditional labels with rectangular or triangular shapes, even the most complex
contours can be produced by combining the LC30‘s contour cutting system
with the included DrawCut LabelStudio Software. Consequently the Secabo
LC30 can fulfill all your needs in the field of product labeling, warning signs,
identification plates, etc. DrawCut LabelStudio will generate the corresponding
print file which may then either be produced using an appropriate roll-printing
system. Once loaded, the LC30 will precisely plot all elements according to the
individual contours. Thanks to the crop mark‘s special inline technology, the
LC30 achieves a very high speed when compared to regular cutting plotters and
thus offers a high throughput of produced labels. Besides printed media, also
unprinted material and labels may be cut with the LC30. The mediaflow through
the labelcutter is regulated by a complex web tension control. The contour
cutted film is automatically weeded and wound separately. The result is ideal:
A roll of ready-cut labels available for use in further conversion and application
processes. The LC30 is the perfect label cutter for creating labels and tags of all
shapes and sizes in small to medium quantities. This machine is ideal for flexible
use in large production sites as well as in small and medium-sized companies
operating e.g. in the food and beverage industry.

max media width:
max media roll diameter:
max label length:
max cutting width:
max media thickness:
max cutting speed:
drive:
downforce:
interfaces:
contour cut function:

400mm
305mm
120mm
305mm
1mm
960mm/s
servo motor
50g - 750g
USB
automatic inline-crop
mark detection function
control:
back-illuminated graphic
LCD display with gel buttons
software:
DrawCut LabelStudio for Windows
mechanical resolution:
0.0125mm
repeating accuracy:
< ± 0.08mm
weight without packaging: 75kg
weight incl. packaging:
110kg
dimensions (w x h x d):
103cm x 50cm x 67cm

DRAWCUT LABELSTUDIO
EXAMPLE LABELS

FEEDING SYSTEM
Load your printed media on 3“ cores up to
a maximum width of 40cm and a maximum
diameter of 30,5cm into the LC30.
The feeding works automatically.

DRAWCUT
LABELSTUDIO
The Secabo LC30 label cutter comes with DrawCut
LabelStudio, a special cutting software from DrawCut,
which supports all neccessary features and function to fully
control the label cutting process and automativ cropmark
reading. DrawCut LabelStudio runs on Windows, the LC30 is
connected to the PC by an included USB-cable.

WEB TENSION
In order to feed media through the labelcutter precisely, web tension is measured and
regulated at several spots throughout the
process of unwinding, contour-cutting and
rewinding the media.

SECABO LC30
AUTOMATIC WASTE TAKEUP
The LC30 features an automatic sensor-controlled
waste takeup that continously weeds your cut
media.

MEDIA TAKEUP
Your printed, cut and weeded labels are
automatically wound on a 3“ core and
afterwards are ready for further converting
like slitting or simply for application.

AUTOMATIC CONTOUR
CUTTING
Cropmarks, that have been set in DrawCut
LabelStudio are read automatically and in
virtually no time. The cutting unit works at
960mm/s maximium speed and ensures
high precision cuts in your printed media.

more
information

CONTACT

SECABO GMBH
Secabo LC30 – the digital label finisher for many
industries and applications
¡
¡
¡
¡

Vintners
Vineyards
Distilleries
Micro breweries

¡ Regional direct
marketers
¡ Beekeeping
¡ Coffee roasters
¡ Organic food

¡ Pharmaceutics,
natural medicine
¡ Cosmetics
¡ Chemical industry
¡ Wedding industry
¡ Gifts
¡ Product
individualisation
¡ Giveaways

We look forward to hearing from you!
Should you wish to order or distribute any of our products
or if you would like any further information on any of our
products, please do not hesitate to contact us:

Fon: +49 (0) 8442 95840-10
E-mail: mail@secabo.com
Dealer e-mail: sales@secabo.com
or visit our website:
www.secabo.com
See you soon,
your Secabo-team

Secabo GmbH
Hochstatt 6-8
85283 Wolnzach
Germany
Fon: +49 (0) 8442 95840-10
Fax: +49 (0) 8442 95840-11
E-Mail: mail@secabo.com
Web: www.secabo.com

Secabo recommends those brands for printers, media, applicators:

